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About This Game

Main Features

Put Some G-Power In Your Weapons
GG2 offers 6 main weapons, each has a unique feel, ammunition, an alternate fire mode, a variety of unique power-ups and you
can even level them up. Every time you kill enemies, they will drop small G letters. Collect them to power up your weapons to
make them more and more deadly over time. But be aware! Each time an enemy hits you, you will lose a certain amount of G-

Power.

Explore New Worlds
The game starts off in a small building, from which you have to escape. The more you explore, the more will the world open up.
Get more and more items and power-ups that will give you the necessary abilities to reach new places. Find abandoned subway-

stations to travel to far-away new places or go through portals and travel across the hellish parallel-dimension!

Power-Up Your Character
Another feature is the Power-Up system. Whenever you obtain special Power-Orbs in the game, you can use them in your status

screen to upgrade ascpects, weapons or items of your character. You decide if a weapon should have more power, bigger clip
size, faster fire rate etc, or if you need more protection, or better health supplies. Spend your Power-Orbs wisely to become

more versatile or focus them to become a specialized killing machine.

Advanced Blood & Gore FX
When I go see a zombie movie and there are no bucketloads of blood in it, I would say “Hey mister, cool flick, but where’s the
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damn blood?”. To avoid such emails from angry players, GunGirl 2 offers a whole ton of high-quality blood effects to please all
zombie fans!

Lots of Quests
There are several main- and sub-quests in the game. You can get them from surviving npcs or even from unholy items and they

have smaller or bigger impacts on the story. They are NOT grind-quests to cheat a longer playtime! That’s a no-go

High Replayability Value
If the 4-8 hours of playtime (on normal mode) aren’t enough for your zombiekilling-desire, the game offers a total of 3

difficulty settings (from Normal to Iron Maiden), unlockable playmodes and even a secret character!

Music by Josh Whelchel
This guy is pure gold. He made some of the most memorable soundtracks for indie-games such as Bonesaw or The Spirit Engine

2 and now he has blessed this game with another awesome soundtrack :)
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Title: GunGirl 2
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
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BlueEagle Productions
Publisher:
Paul Schneider
Release Date: 7 Jun, 2010
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OK first if your a sherlock holmes fan get it. It's decent. Now if your not, a few warnings. Have a memory? did you notice that
one small detail? Are you actually ##$#(*& Sherlock Holmes? No? Then this might not be the game for you. Have you ever
been tested when you try to complete a level? No really I'm not kidding you will actually be quizzed to see if your paying
attention. I finally muddle through this after taking half a year off due to frustration. Look if you like Sherlock holms the it's an
easy buy. If your not it's a easy pass.. Just random stuff happening without any sense, totally doesn't worth.. NEUTRAL rating

Straight swings going far left or right! Not sure if it's something to do with the 'rhythm' that's mentioned, BUT my less than
perfect swings are more or less straight- all according to the on-screen graphic.

Played the original for many hours and this seems even better, but I can't live with the inconsistencies. If my club will chip on to
the green 10 yards away, I don't want the ball to go 20 yards!

On a very positive note, the putting has been tightened up and feels significantly better than the original with it's natural form.

For someone with more time and patience it's worth it on sale, but maybe not for those who have played Golf games where
there's less random intervention.. German:

Gutes Spiel doch mit einen aber
Das Spiel hab ich früher für den selben Preis (10€) erhalten und mich mehrere Stunden am PC gefesselt, doch hat dieser Teil
ein paar macken die die Entwickler ausbügeln müssen. Darunter wären viele Sound Probleme, wie der Sound ist bei mir high
pitsch und läuft auf ca 3 facher geschwindigkeit, selbes mit den Sprecher in der Karriere... und die Sounds sind schlecht
einstellbar:( dh. alles ist selbst auf den niedrigsten einstellungen wesentlich zu laut, dennoch möchte ich alleine wegen den
Spielspaß darüber hinwegsehen, nur ist die Fahrzeugsteuerung echt eine Sache die die Enwickler dringend überarbeiten müssten
(die Steuerung muss wesentlich direkter werden und nicht so schwammig).

7/10
Der ist Sound hinüber aber wie gesagt damit kann ich noch ganz gut leben, nur die Steuerung bitte überarbeiten!

English:

I bought this game for the same price (10€) and I played it for many hours, but this remastered version got some glitches, that
the devs have to fix. Like heavy sound issues, when i play the game the music and the guy in the carrer mode are high pitched
and about 3 times faster than they should. The Sound options are simply bad. it makes no diffrence how I am adjusting it,
because it is way too loud, but I can live with it. But the Controlls are not even close to the old game! it´s more delayed than it
should be it feels just not right, it has to be more direct... pls fix

7/10
The Sound is broken, but as mentioned I don´t care about that, but I care about good controlls
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and that is hopefully being fixed sooner or later

Sry for bad english (native language german)

Edit:

Ger: Mit ein bischen eingeöhnungszeit ist selbst die fahrphysik nicht so schlecht
Eng: With some practice the car physics aren´t that bad

9/10
Pls fix broken Sound and some bugs

Edit:
They fixed the sound issues for the music.. Wow this is just awful.. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=z13qnzUQwuI. it's
pretty good. it follows the stories and allows you to make some major choices.

not a lot of combat scene and character relationship scene, hopefully they could improve on that.

but the storyline is solid.. Wait. I had KillerPokeGames come to my channel and I didn't even realize he was the developer~
FacePalm I absolutely love this game and am tramautized by the Heart and Soul x2 mashup that incurred during one of my
streams. I was able to get 2 members from my Twitch community to outright buy this game because it's challenging, gets a good
reaction from the player, and is well made. i haven't made a stream review in a while, but i want to support this developer for
sure now
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Extra HoMM5 content, why not?. Its not scary at all I saw one monster no jump scares its much like the first one there are
multiple endings.
Do I recommend the game there were no bugs or issues with the game and the game is ok it took over an hour to complete so I
will recommend it.. Good Game, i was suprised by the huge amount of parts. However a few things i have come across in
sandbox:
1) Landing gear dont want to retract
2) Cant disable pitch/roll on wings which made it harder to takeoff with a plane
3) i dont seem to be able to get spinners to spin quick enough for a helicopter, they seem to reach a limit which isnt enough
4) Parachutes dont seem to do anything when deployed
If these things were fixed then it would be quite a good sandbox game. if its just me being stupid with the things above and its
just me not doing something right please point it out. thanks.. The program has crashed on me Level 14, wave 12 of 12 twice
now, there won't be a third time.. Great game engine, however the lack of motion and animation lets it down, You can only
animate from a model import!
moving forward would like to see a animation system in this engine, The lighting effects in this engine has some of the best
spots I have seen including unreal engine and unity, this has amazing lighting system with more features and it's real shame you
can't animate them in movement for example a stage lighting scene .. The map itself is really nice, lots of detail and points of
entry which give you good strategic advantage. It really feels like a place from the Walking Dead universe, something about gas
stations really bring out the apocalypse vibe.
However the mission itself is really short and can be easily completed in about 10-15 minutes. I played it solo and finished it in
about 20 and that was on hard difficulty.
A good map but don't expect too much.. Buy it and if the activation refuses to work, get a refund. I bought this a long time ago
and on Windows 7 it refused to activate. After upgrading to 10, I gave it another try and it worked. Don't know if the OS change
fixed it or not, but it's working. This game is a ton of fun and better than the other, modern, Dark Void. It's like this game
actually came out on the SNES. I have more fun with this than most modern AAA games released. Why can't Capcom just
make games like this? Only complaint is the DRM.. This wind...
it will remain memorable on your lips,
in your eyes will be dead this trail winds...
The game is simply a masterpiece.
When I bought it back in 2010, I thought it was a normal quest.
When you experience all that the main character feels, the tears flow.
Dramatic and juicy.
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